This document is made available in accordance with publisher policies. Please cite only the published version using the reference above. Full terms of use are available: http://www.bristol.ac.uk/pure/about/ebr-terms The oxidation states and doped forms of oligo(aniline)s are readily interconverted, and each state has characteristic UV-vis-NIR absorptions, making this spectroscopic technique ideal for in situ analysis of oligo(aniline) behaviour. However, experimental isolation of some of these states can be challenging and quantitative agreement between experimental and calculated spectra has been poor, making it difficult to identify the exact structure(s) and properties of each state. Here we report a comprehensive study of the UV-vis-NIR spectra of all oxidation states and doped forms of a series of oligo(aniline)s of varying lengths (dimer, tetramer and octamer), using a computationally inexpensive DFT method that is particularly suited to molecules with charge-transfer character. The computational study suggests that doped oligo(aniline)s form mixtures of spin isomers (polaronic and bipolaronic forms) in solution, and we have been able to evaluate and compare the most likely electronic configurations, as well as supporting our insights experimentally, by ESR spectroscopy. This doping approach enables tuning of the spin isomer equilibrium position by varying the concentration of acid dopant, offering a new pathway to explore the electronic structure of π-conjugated molecules more generally, and opening up new approaches to the design of spintronic materials.
Introduction
Poly(aniline), PANI, is an historically important and unique π-conjugated polymer. 1 It has considerable potential for use in a wide range of applications, 2 notably energy storage, 3 optoelectronic devices 4 and sensors, 5 particularly where features such as low cost, biocompatibility and air-and moisture tolerance are important. However, there is significant uncertainty surrounding some of the details of PANI's optoelectronic properties, limiting the applications of this promising material. A detailed understanding of these properties is required to optimize PANI-based devices for such applications. 6 Crucially, the question of whether polarons or bipolarons are the dominant charge carrier in PANI remains unresolved, 7 despite decades of research. 8 In addition, PANI is polydisperse, 9 has a tendency for dynamic block-copolymer microphase separation behavior, 10 and exhibits significant disorder in the solid state. 11 These factors contribute to the difficulty in measuring its behavior on a molecular scale, and in critically evaluating its bulk properties, especially in the search for new applications. With limited or no structural data for the bulk material, computational studies become challenging; in addition, large systems continue to be problematic for electronic structure methods.
Based on the challenges associated with the polymeric material, studies have considered oligomers of PANI (Scheme 1), such as the phenyl-capped dimer (DPPD, x+y= 1), tetramer (TANI, x+y= 2), and octamer (OANI, x+y= 4). 12 These oligo(aniline)s have chemical properties that closely resemble those of PANI, 13 such as multiple oxidation states and protoninduced onset of electronic conductivity (so-called 'protonic doping' or 'acid doping'). 14 In contrast to PANI, these oligomers have well-defined molecular structures that more readily pack to form bulk materials with long-range order, 15 making them versatile -conjugated building blocks for functional materials in their own right. For example, oligo(aniline)-based materials can self-assemble into well-defined nanostructures, [15] [16] with potential applications in organic electronics, 17 data storage, 18 and novel optoelectronic devices. 19 Oligo(aniline)s have received much less attention than related π-conjugated materials, such as oligo(thiophene)s. 20 For example, the question of whether polarons or bipolarons are the dominant charge carriers has been investigated in much greater depth for oligo(thiophene)s 21 than for oligo(aniline)s. More broadly, the nature of oligo(aniline) spin states is of fundamental importance to conductivity, but remains underdeveloped: while some high-spin meta-para-linked 22 and N-substituted 13, 23 oligo-and poly(aniline)s have been reported, these molecules are not as readily prepared as PANI and its oligomers, and, importantly, tend not to show the pHdependent changes in spin and conductivity that are characteristic of linear (para-para-linked) oligo(aniline)s and PANI.
Previous experimental and theoretical studies have addressed aspects of oligo(aniline) and PANI chemistry. For example, Levon and co-workers investigated the acid doping of an oligo(aniline) with electron spin resonance (ESR) and ultraviolet-visible-near-infrared (UV-vis-NIR) spectroscopy, but did not compare their experimental results with calculations. 24 On the other hand, Tadjer and co-workers reported calculated UV-vis-NIR spectra of long phenyl-capped oligo(aniline)s (8, 12 and 16-mer) using time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) and compared these to the experimentally-derived spectra of PANI, but did not study the doping mechanism or key variables such as concentration effects. 7c, 7d Recently, Kaner and collaborators provided insight into the doping mechanisms of TANI using optical and electron spin resonance data, 25 but did not test the proposed electronic structures computationally. However, a comprehensive understanding, encompassing both detailed experimental and theoretical studies of the chemical and optoelectronic (solution) properties of oligo(aniline)s is still required to support continued development and new applications of these promising solution-processable functional materials.
We are particularly interested in the polaron-bipolaron balance, long-lived radical states and other related spin phenomena in linear oligo(aniline)s 26 originating from the unique protonic doping behavior of aniline-based materials. This exceptional combination of proton responsiveness and spin changes could be harnessed for antimicrobial activity, 27 and chemo-and bio-responsive spintronic devices, 28 or be used to control the morphology of self-assembled oligo(aniline) materials, for example by magnetic field-influenced crystallization. 29 Insights gained from these oligomeric derivatives could also be applied to PANI-based materials.
With the aim of bringing our understanding of oligo(aniline) chemistry closer to the level achieved for other organic conducting materials, and of elucidating behavior relevant to device applications, we report here a wide-ranging UV-vis-NIR, ESR, and TD-DFT study into the characterization of well-defined dimeric, tetrameric and octameric oligo(aniline)s in solution.
With the computational methodology used, we demonstrate very good agreement between experimental and computational results, potentially enabling the in silico design of novel materials based on oligo(aniline)s and other π-conjugated molecular architectures. We have focused on detailed characterization of the oxidation, protonation and spin states, allowing us to identify the factors affecting the polaronbipolaron balance and propose how the spin isomer equilibrium position can be tuned by varying the concentration of protonic dopant. This approach offers a new pathway to explore the electronic structure of π-conjugated molecules more generally, using spectroscopy and computational study.
Experimental and computational details
The oligomers DPPD, TANI, and OANI were either purchased or prepared according to published procedures. Full details are available in the Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI, p. S2-3).
The geometries of all known oxidation states and doped forms of the oligomers were optimized using density functional theory (DFT) at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory as implemented in Gaussian 09 (see ESI for full computational details and references), using a continuum-dielectric model of solvation (PCM) for ethanol. For those species whose geometries have been determined by X-ray crystallography, the calculated geometries compared favorably with experiment (ESI Tables S2-S5 ). These optimized geometries were used for TD-DFT calculations using either the B3LYP or CAM-B3LYP density functionals as implemented in Gaussian, again with the standard 6-31G(d) basis set and PCM solvation (tetrahydrofuran).
Results and discussion

A. Computational methodology.
The B3LYP density functional was employed in a previous study of TANI, but predictions using this method differed systematically from experimental results, albeit capturing the same trends. 12b In contrast, the CAM-B3LYP functional has been reported to be particularly effective at modeling chargetransfer excitations and highly delocalized π-conjugated systems. 30 We recently demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach, using CAM-B3LYP to assign the experimental UV-vis-NIR spectra of star-shaped oligo(aniline)s in solution. 31 A comprehensive range of oligo(aniline) oxidation states (30 in total -7 for DPPD, 12 for TANI and 11 for OANI) were studied by TD-DFT. The structures and corresponding UV-vis-NIR maxima of all the oxidation states and doped forms of the oligomers that were investigated are compared in ESI Table S7 . Comparing the two functionals over the full set of oligo(aniline)s and oxidation states studied, UV-vis-NIR maxima calculated with CAM-B3LYP were in better agreement with our experimental data than those calculated with B3LYP, except in a small window around 300 nm, where the methods were comparable (Figure 1 ).
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In extensive TD-DFT benchmarking tests, mean average errors (MAEs), i.e. the difference between experimental and theoretical transition energies, were typically around 0.25 eV for a range of functionals. 32 In our study, the MAE for B3LYP was 0.25 eV and for CAM-B3LYP it was 0.11 eV (see also ESI Figure  S50 ). Calculated wavelengths for these transitions were on average 74 nm higher than experiment with B3LYP and 30 nm lower with CAM-B3LYP. While some differences remain, CAM-B3LYP is therefore particularly useful for characterizing oligo(aniline) oxidation states in solution because it is accurate enough to identify which species is responsible for each peak in the UV-vis-NIR spectrum of a mixture of oligo(aniline) species, even with relatively close maxima. In contrast, B3LYP appears too unreliable to support such assignments in most cases (Figure 1) . The TD-DFT calculations also confirmed that π-π* HOMO-LUMO transitions are generally responsible for the characteristic maxima in the UV-vis-NIR spectra of oligo(aniline)s; further details are given in the ESI.
B. DPPD doped states.
Despite their complexity, doped states are the most important forms of oligo(aniline)-based materials, as they are responsible for their electrical conductivity. As a result, we extended our studies to a detailed examination of the oligomeric doped states.
The doping process varies with the length of the oligomer. The dimer, DPPD, has been reported to form a radical-cation (RC) doped state by two different mechanisms (Scheme 2): (i) directly by one-electron oxidation of the reduced, benzenoid (LEB) state, 26b, 26c and (ii) indirectly by protonation of both of the imine nitrogen atoms of the fully oxidized, quinoid (PB) state and comproportionation with the LEB state. 60 Comparison of our TD-DFT calculations with UV-vis-NIR spectra support mechanism (ii): DPPD-LEB (λmax~ 300 nm) and DPPD-PB (λmax~ 450 nm) were prepared separately and dissolved in THF, at which point the two solutions were mixed. Following addition of a protonic dopant, the maxima corresponding to DPPD-LEB and DPPD-PB were no longer present and instead a new peak indicative of DPPD-RC (λmax~ 700 nm) was observed instead (ESI Figures S42-S43 ).
C. TANI doped states.
The doped states of longer oligomers such as TANI, as well as PANI itself, are often referred to as emeraldine salt (ES) states. They can be doped oxidatively, but are more commonly doped by protonation of the half-oxidized EB state (Scheme 3), 12a, 26b in an intermolecular analogue of DPPD's doping mechanism (ii). Further details are given in ESI Figure S3 .
We investigated the structure, spectra and spin properties of the doped ES state of TANI in detail, as an understanding of the conducting state is crucial for application-orientated studies. When TANI-EB is dissolved in THF and excess HClO4 is added, the salt TANI-ES·2ClO4·2THF crystallizes from solution. Molecular structures in related salts containing TANI-ES were reported in 1988, 26a, 26b but full details of the crystal structure, such as atomic coordinates and packing, were not disclosed. We therefore carried out a new single-crystal X-ray diffraction structure determination (see ESI p. S32 for details).
As previously reported, TANI-ES adopts a sigmoid conformation (Figure 2, A) , which was calculated by DFT to be slightly more stable (~ 2 kJ mol −1 ) and slightly closer to the experimental UV-vis-NIR maximum (by 11 nm) than the linear conformation (ESI Table S1 ). It seems, therefore, that TANI-ES adopts the same conformation in solution and in the solid-state. The perchlorate counterions form hydrogen bonds with TANI-ES's outer NH groups, while the THF solvate molecules are hydrogen bonded to the inner NH groups (Figure 2A ). Molecular Please do not adjust margins
Please do not adjust margins packing in the crystal structure consists of parallel columns of slipped π-stacked TANI-ES molecules ( Figure 2B ), an arrangement that is consistent with previous reports of anisotropic electronic conductivity in related systems. 16d, 17a
The spin state of TANI-ES is central to the currently unresolved question of bipolaronic and polaronic charge carriers in TANI-based materials. However, the molecular geometry of TANI-ES alone (ESI Table S5 ) offers little insight into this issue, as it shows similarities with counterion-free DFT models of both a diamagnetic (spinless) singlet form (containing a bipolaron; TANI-1 ES) and a paramagnetic triplet polaronic form (containing two separate polarons; TANI-3 ES, see Figure  3 ). We therefore used TD-DFT simulations in an attempt to unambiguously identify the species present during the protonic doping of TANI in solution.
TD-DFT-simulated UV-vis-NIR maxima of TANI-1 ES (~ 1000 nm) and TANI-3 ES (~ 800 nm) were in good agreement with experimental spectra of acidified solutions of TANI-EB (Figure 4 and Table 1 ), showing that the 1 ES and 3 ES states are, therefore, both present in solution. Several other protonated TANI species were considered computationally (see ESI for details), including the mono-protonated triplet state (TANI-3 MP, with a single overall charge) as proposed by Kaner et al. 25 However, these species were all ruled out as their simulated maxima did not match the experimental values (ESI Table S7 ). Specifically, in the case of TANI-3 MP our CAM-B3LYP calculations predicted a UVvis-NIR maximum at 969 nm whereas experimental spectra of TANI-EB doped with HClO4 showed maxima at 818 and 1032 nm, in much better agreement with the transitions calculated for TANI-3 ES and TANI-1 ES respectively (Table 1 ). It is noteworthy that the TD-DFT assignments were in good agreement with experimental data throughout (see part A), despite the absence of counterions or explicit solvent molecules in the models (see ESI for a brief discussion), suggesting TANI-3 MP is not observed spectroscopically. A range of possible configurations for partial doping could be considered computationally, and these have been discussed in the ESI.
The experimentally-measured spectra of TANI-ES varied with the solvent, the concentration of TANI, and the nature and concentration of the protonic dopant (ESI Figures S44-S45 ). HClO4 causes TANI to crystallize at high concentrations, so instead we employed the common dopant DL-camphor-10-sulfonic acid (CSA), as it is more soluble in organic solvents than HClO4. As the CSA concentration was increased, TANI-EB was converted to a mixture of TANI-1 ES and TANI-3 ES (Figure 5 ). The mixture consists mainly of TANI-3 ES at intermediate dopant concentrations, but shifts in favor of TANI-1 ES at higher dopant concentrations.
To confirm the presumed paramagnetic nature of TANI-3 ES, we recorded ESR spectra of TANI over a range of dopant concentrations ( Figures S46-S47) . 24 The integrated intensity of the ESR signal is proportional to the concentration of the paramagnetic species, and showed the same dependence on dopant concentration as the UV-vis-NIR peak at 800 nm, which we assigned to TANI-3 ES according to TD-DFT. We note that Kaner and collaborators recently used ESR spectra to analyse 
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Please do not adjust margins the dominant electronic configurations for a range of dopants, 25 but did not consider the presence of TANI-3 ES in their study. Table 1 . UV-vis-NIR maxima in nm for selected doped oligo(aniline) species.
From these results we conclude that during the protonic doping of TANI in solution (with an increase of protonic dopant concentration), there is a gradual transition in electronic structure and spin state from polaronic (TANI-3 ES) to bipolaronic (TANI-1 ES). Molecular charge distributions calculated from DFT models ( Figure 6 ) show that the positive charge in TANI-1 ES is concentrated at the center of the molecule, consistent with its quinoid Lewis structure (cf. Figure  S3 ), whereas the charge in TANI-3 ES is more evenly distributed over the whole molecule. The polaron-to-bipolaron transition might thus be due to increased electrostatic screening of the two positive charges from each other at higher dopant concentrations, stabilizing the bipolaronic form with its spatially less separated charges. As a result of these studies, we have begun, for the first time, to uncover the true nature of the spin systems in oligo(anilines).
D. OANI doped states.
Expanding these investigations, we also explored the spin states of octa(aniline). Evidence of mixtures of analogous spin states were also found in solutions of the doped octamer OANI. Maxima consistent with a spinless bipolaronic form (OANI-1 ES, ~ 1400 nm) and a high spin polaronic quintet form (OANI-5 ES, ~ 1000 nm) were observed; however, an intermediate triplet form (OANI-3 ES, expected ~ 1300 nm) was not clearly detected (Table 1 and ESI Figures S4 and S39 ). In this case, there is a more appreciable difference in the calculated and experimentallyobserved transitions (Tables 1 and ESI S7) , which may be a result of more conformational variation resulting from the longer chain length in this system. Again, however, the transitions are sufficiently separated to allow a clear distinction of the different electronic configurations. The absence of the transitions characteristic of the triplet form from experimental spectra is the subject of further investigations. Similar to TANI, we have considered a number of protonated species and electronic configurations for OANI, and have again found their transitions in worse agreement with the experimental data (discussed in the ESI). We note that the ESP surfaces ( Figure S10 ) for the different OANI spin states, show the singlet and quintet states to be more similar to each other than to the triplet state.
Conclusions
A comprehensive set of DFT structural models and TD-DFTsimulated UV-vis-NIR spectra of a series of dimeric, tetrameric, and octameric aniline oligomers have been shown to agree closely with experimental data. The calculations pave the way for in silico design of oligo(aniline)s and related π-conjugated molecules for optoelectronic applications by establishing a reliable link between molecular structure, oxidation state, UVvis-NIR spectra (i.e. color) and magnetic properties.
Protonic doping of oligo(aniline)s such as TANI was found to be similar to that of PANI, in that protonation of the EB state can yield both bipolarons and polarons. In doped PANI, the polarons can form a lattice, 8a which can lead to truly metallic conductivity in suitably processed samples, 1b whereas this should only be possible in oligo(aniline)s if molecules pack closely enough to allow intermolecular charge transport. PANI also has a solvent-dependent conformation that affects its polaron-bipolaron balance, 33 which does not apply to short oligo(aniline)s on account of their rigidity.
Here, for the first time, we have fully characterized a different type of polaron-bipolaron transition in oligo(aniline)s that depends not on conformational changes but on the concentrations of oligomer and dopant. Overall, the factors affecting the polaron-bipolaron balance that have been established here will be vital in developing similar properties in designed oligomeric materials. For example, if the polaronic form of doped TANI (the 3 ES state) is particularly desired in a pure form that persists regardless of concentration, e.g. for research into the mechanisms of conductivity, for molecular wires, 17b or to influence radical-mediated chemical reactions, it could be favored by the introduction of donor or acceptor substituents at suitable locations in the molecule. Subtler structural modifications could harness the spin-crossover behaviour for spintronic devices by coupling it to stimuli other than concentration.
The spin-crossover behaviour we have observed in TANI meets many of the desired criteria for molecular spin-state switches, notably reversibility, room-temperature switching, and one of the two states being diamagnetic. 28b The clear spectroscopic distinction between the two spin states of TANI makes it highly suitable for further investigation, particularly as there is an urgent need for more spectroscopic scrutiny of the many theoretical models of spin-dependent electronic processes that have been proposed recently. 34 In this way, oligo(aniline)s can serve as an experimentally accessible platform for investigating fundamental electronic processes in π-conjugated materials that are otherwise difficult to address. Overall, these unprecedented observations, fully supported by TD-DFT calculations, not only provide fundamental insight into this fascinating class of materials, but present, for the first time, a way of harnessing polarons or bipolarons (and thus their magnetic properties) in oligo(aniline)s in solution by controlling the concentration of protonic dopant. The ability to tune the polaron-bipolaron ratio means that a new range of experiments, molecular architectures and applications can be envisaged for aniline oligomers and related π-conjugated molecules.
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